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Question 1
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Where can the key used by the Credential Manager be stored? (select 1)

Options: 
A- The key is always stored in the database

B- The key is always stored within the config file on the Application Server

C- The key can either be stored in the database, in the config file on the Application Server, or in a separate securable file on the

Application Server

D- The key is hard-coded and stored securely within the Application. It is subjected to obfuscation to ensure it's protection

E- The key can only be stored in the database or in the config file on the Application Server

Answer: 
C

Question 2



Question Type: MultipleChoice

What should be considered when designing the Network design and placement of Blue Prism components (and the proximity to target

applications)? (select 4)

Options: 
A- If runtime resources will be deployed centrally, the outbound network connectivity and latency to the instrumented applications must

be considered.

B- If the runtime resource and application server will be deployed outside of a common Active Directory network infrastructure. Transport

Encryption connection mode must be used to secure the operating communications

C- A runtime resource can be deployed remotely, and connections secured, even if the runtime is not within the same Active Directory

Network Infrastructure

D- The communication between components requires the ability to resolve the IP address of the target machine by name

E- If the runtime resource will be deployed remotely to the application server, certificate-based encryption may need to be considered, as

instructional communications are not encrypted by default.

Answer: 
A, B, D, E



Question 3
Question Type: MultipleChoice

By default what port does a Runtime Resource listen on? (select 1)

Options: 
A- 8181 - but it is configurable

B- 8199-this is fixed and cannot be changed

C- 443

D- There is no default

Answer: 
A

Question 4
Question Type: MultipleChoice



Which of the following statements is true, when considering Virtualizing the Blue Prism Database Server? (Select 1)

Options: 
A- Virtualization of the database server should only be considered after fully reviewing the specific vendor recommendations for the

Hypervisor and SQL server version

B- The Database server should never be virtualized

C- Virtualization is only supported on Vmware Hypervisor technology

D- Virtualization should be considered only in very small environments

Answer: 
D

Question 5
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Why is it important to control remote console access to the Runtime Resources? (select 1)



Options: 
A- Because runtime resources are used to control the scheduling of processes

B- Because Runtime Resources will always have administrative level access to the Blue Prism database

C- Because Runtime Resources will always have administrative level access to the Blue Prism control room

D- Because Runtime Resources will be executing automations, where data may be visible or a transaction could be manually interfered

with

Answer: 
D

Question 6
Question Type: MultipleChoice

What is the difference between a Runtime Resource and a Process? (select 1)

Options: 
A- There is no difference, the terms are synonymous



B- A Process represents a definition of the automation steps and logic: Runtime Resources execute the steps defined within a Process

C- A Process represents a definition of the automation steps and logic: and a Runtime Resource is an executable containing all of the

logic within a single process.

D- A Runtime Resource represents a collection of Processes which is used as part of Release Management

Answer: 
B
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